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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

The purpose of this study is to trace the development

of the major seventh chord from the earliest recorded music

through the German School of composition up to the time of

Johann Sebastian Bach. The term "major seventh chord" 1 is

used to denote the four-tone chord comprised of a major triad

plus a tone which is a major seventh above the root. In

major keys this chord may be built on the tonic and sub-

dominant degrees of the scale without alterations, and in

the "natural" minor on the mediant and the submediant. The

full, or structural, name "major-major seventh chord"--used

in the present thesis only when it is necessary to distin-

guish it from other seventh chords with major sevenths--

arises from the fact that the triad (1, , 5) is major and

the interval between the root and the seventh is major. An

example f ollows:

1

'Allen Irvine McHose, The C ontrauntal Harmonic Tech-
nique of the Eihteenth Centu p. 142.



2

Other seventh chords2 referred to in this thesis are as

follows:

Structural Name Usually Called

major-minor seventh
chord

minor-minor seventh
chor d

diminished-minor
seventh chord

diminished-d iminished
seventh chord

minor-major seventh
chord

augmented-major seventh
chordI

major-minor seventh
chord

minor seventh chord

half -d imin ished
seventh chord

diminished seventh
chord

minor-ma jor seventh
chord

augmented-ma jor
seventh chord

2Ibid*.,pp. 142-143.



Bach's music marks the height of harmonic achievement up to

and including the first half of the eighteenth century (end

of the Baroque period) , and therefore, provides a convenient

terminating point for research in early uses of this chord.

6ince the composers of the German School preceding Bach

have been thought to have been a strong influence upon Bach's

harmonic treatment, their works have been selected as a

basis of this investigation. Although (with one exception)

this study does not show that composers before 1750 used the

major seventh chord other than accidentally, i.e., as a result

of non-harmonic tones, Bach's harmony includes it as part

of the standard harmonic equipment (Figures 2, 31, 52, 53, 54,

71, 72, and 99).

First, the use of the major seventh chord in connection

with the Phrygian cadence is traced from an example (Fig-

ure 8) from a piece by Johannes Martini, dated 1470, to a

chorale prelude by Johann Sebastian Bach (Figure 31).

Second, the use of the major seventh chord in connec-

tion with the authentic cadence is traced from an example

(Figure 36) by Boumgartner, dated circa 1460, to a Bach

chorale (Figure 54).

Third, the use of the major seventh chord as a result

of two frequently used contrapuntal devices is traced.

These devices are the sequence and the suspension chain,

and the discussion of their use is of the period from circa

1524 (Johannes 6chrem) to circa 1750 (Figures 55 and 78).

Nal
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Fourth, those usages of the chord which do not conform

to the three first patterns are shown as they occurred

historically. In this group the examples range all the way

from slight variants of the other three types of progres-

sions to extreme deviations. A few of these usages were

employed by more than one composer, but for the most part the

examples are isolated instances rather than treatments which

recur.

The works from which portions are reproduced are in-

tended to represent a cross-section of the compositions and

composers of the early German School. The material under

examination is contrapuntal in nature. The analyses of the

vertical harmony are not meant in any way to imply that the

composers or listeners of this period were concerned with

that aspect of the music. however, the vertical approach is

the only one which will show the time and manner of the

earliest usages of the major seventh chord. It is for this

reason that harmonic analyses are given of some of the first

instances of the chord which were found as though they ap-

peared in the stream of traditional harmony since the

eighteenth century. 3  Since this traditional system furnishes

the only standard tools available, it is in terms of them

that the explanations of the examples are given. Shirlaw

summarized the attitude of many theorists when he said that

3 Ibid., pp. 20-21. (The harmonic analyses are basedon the figured bass symbols given in this reference.)
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melody is based upon the underlying harmony. At the begin-

ning of his book on the theory of harmony he says,

The harmony of polyphony was not arbitrarily
determined; on the contrary, the melodies were shaped
so as to produce a pleasing harmony. If in monophonic
music the individual melody was apparently able to
pursue its own free unfettered course, this was no
longer possible in a union or community of melodies.
Nothing but chaos could be the result. Such a union
was possible only when each melody, in seeming sur-
render of its liberty, and out of consideration for
its neighbours and for the general well-being, so to
peak, of the community of sounds, submitted itself
to a certain guiding and immanent principle, and thus
took its indispensable part in bringing about those
immeasurable richer and grander artistic creations
which form the imperishable glory of musical art. This
guiding principle was harmony.4

It is from that viewpoint that this music from two-part

polyphony to the Bach chorale style will be considered.

The harmonic analyses are omitted in the examples

illustrating the Phrygian Cadence and in the examples which

are in the Phrygian mode.

C. H. Kitson, in discussing the treatment of major

seventh chords in traditional eighteenth century harmony, says,

Text book rules for diatonic chords of the seventh
limit their use to what is practically their treat-
ment ever since they existed and impose further
restrictions, (1) the seventh chord should be pre-
pared; (2) the discord should resolve upon a chord
whose root is a fourth higher. 5

Within the area delimited by this study distinctions

must be made at times as to the relatively greater or lesser

4Matthew 6hirlaw, The Theory of harmony, pp. 4-5.

5C. H. Kitson, The Evolution of Harmony, p. 214.
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degree of development of the major seventh chord which various

usages show. The point at which the chord can be said to

occur as an end in itself rather than as an accident pro-

duceu by non-harmonic tones is an extremely difficult one to

establish. The criteria used to decide this point are as

follows: firstly, the duration of the harmony must be suf-

ficient to produce a definite effect, the tempo and note

values being the most important factors in this element;

secondly, the rhythmic stress of the beat upon which the chord

falls must be strong enough to show a comparative freedom of

use of dissonance on a strong beat; and thirdly, the chord

must not be prepared, as by tying the seventh of the major

seventh chord to a member of the previous chord.

This thesis has as its goal the elucidation of the

historical background of the independent use of the major

seventh chord which was made some time after Bach's time.

It lies without the scope of this study to announce one spe-

cific time and place in music history at which the major

seventh first appeared. If a collection of examples of early

instances of the chord can be unified so as to give en-

lightening information on the usages up to and including the

time of bach, the aim of this work will have been realized.



CHAPTER II

THE USE OF THE MAJOR SEVENTH CHORD

IN THE PHRYGIAN CADENCE

The popularity of the Phrygian cadence is revealed in

the music of composers throughout the musical literature of

all ages. Since one of the most common, if not the most

common, use of the major seventh chord until the time of

Bach was in the Phrygian cadence, it might be well to con-

sider the development of this device.

The Phrygian cadence (Figure 1) is characterized by

the resolution of a major sixth to the octave comprised of

one tone a whole step above the upper voice and one tone a

half step below the lower voice. 1 This is because the f-

natural and the d-natural, which form the major sixth which

the octave resolves, are respectively the degree above and

the degree below the tonic or final in the Phrygian mode,

which can be represented by the portion e-e' of the diatonic

scale. This resolution violates the aural expectancy of a

hearer accustomed only to the authentic and plagal cadences

of the major and minor modes in use today. It may be

voiced in e ither of the following two ways:

lWilli Apel, "Phrygian," The Harvard Dictionary, pp.
573-574.

7
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~ ~ l4E:3

Fig. 1.--Voice leading of the Phrygian cadence

If Bach is regarded as a landmark of the establishment of

tonality, then his music marks the beginning of a new con-

ception of harmony in which the Phrygian cadence gradually

lost its strength as a final, satisfying close. However,

Bach wrote some beautiful final Phrygian cadences, such as

that which comes at the end of the chorale "Erbarm' Dich

Mein, 0 lerre Gott" (Figure 2) whose melody is from Walter's

Gey tiich Gesank Buckleyn 1524.

Fig. 2.--Johann sebastian Bach (1685-1750),
"Erbarm' Dich Mein, 0 Herre Gott." 2

This violation of the aural expectancy is caused by the fact

that there is no root movement of a fourth or a fifth in

2Elvera onderlich, editor, Chorale Collection, p. 319,
m. 4w5.
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the cadence progression; and the fact is exemplified by the

absence of any final Phryeian cadences in the music of

hanael and Gorelli, although as a close to a movement both

usea the Phrygian cadence, continuing as though the new

movement followed a half close. An example of this in

handel's music may be found in a sonata for violin and piano

between the third and fourth movements (Figure 3).

(Laek etto) A\.Le.o

Fig. 3.--Georg Frederick Handel (16a5-1759) ,
"Sonata No. 4 (in D) f or Violin and Piano."3~

The moveme nts of th is c ompos ition are mar ked Ada gio , Alle gr o,

Larghetto, and Allegro. The foregoing example shows the

close of the third movement on an F-sharp major chord as a

Phrygian cacience which employs both the G major seventh

chiora and thie C major seventh chordi. however, the fourth

3Georg Fre deric k Fandtel, S3ona ta No. 4 ( in D) for Violin
anci Aano , p . 10 , m. 20-22, and p. II, m.~1.
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movement begins definitely in the key of D major after the
slow contrasting movement in B minor.

A similar occurrence is found in the work of A rcangelo

Corelli in a Sonata da chiesa for two violins, a violoncello,

and a basso continuo by the organ (Figure 4).

Grave,4Ictc

Yioitwvo 7

v/IoIev~coW

arl ve.IV%

4 7 ' p

Fig. 4.--Arcangelo Corelli, "Sonata X" 4

Here the Phrygian cadence consists of the major seventh

chord on E-flat, the C minor triad in first inversion, and

then the resolution to D major. In this instance, however,

the new fast movement does begin as one would expect in

G minor.

According to Gustave Reese, the ecclesiastical church

modes were systematized by the thirteenth century, and these

scales, with the exception of the Phrygian, are divided into

a pentachord and a tetrachord by the tenor or tuba (that is,

4Denkmaler der Tonkunst III, p. 57, m. 8-10.

Ohl
IF I 'I I i a I1w

LAO

ebb,
AOW& -,qq% . 4 -R% I I a

ry ldfb" iz--x
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the "reciting" tone, often called the "dominant" by modern

writers, though not by the old theorists; the harmonic con-

notations of the term make it an unfortunate choice). The

f ifth above the final (i.e. , the tenor in all authentic

modes except the Phrygian) may serve as confinalis (or

affinalis or socialis).5 In leese's chart finals are in-

dicated in bold type, the tenors in italics: 6

Do V-rin 0 C' q bve

Hy o aolrah B c D K Xla

P h; v ansE!C1 Ga b Oct e-

Ily ropie an ecEFQ
Lytiatl F GCe e

IypoLyciha) 1C E qVo Q c

Mixoljeiah G-a i d i
Hyoml')(-10'an UY AbC

From the earliest recorded music until approximately

1450 almost all cadences which were used were based on the

progression of supertonic to tonic the lowest part.7 Early

5Gustave cheese, Music in the middle s, p. 152.

6Ibid.

7
Apel , .op.. _c;t. pp. 108-109 .
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polyphony used closes like this one (Figure 5) f rom the

Clausulae for "hec Dies," a typical cadence in thirteenth

century polyphonic writing.

Fig. 5.--Clausulae for "Heec Dies" (Written in the
style of Magister Perotinus, c. 1160-1220).8

After 1400 various experiments with the II-I cadence

led to the development of the authentic cadence along with

the plagal cadence, 9 both of which were introduced around

1450 as a result of the establishment of four-part writing

into musical texture by Ockeghem, Obrecht, and others of the

Flemish chool. 1 0 The contra tenor of the three-part

writing of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries then

split into Ealtus and bassus, the latter of which became the

basis of the harmony.

The only type of cadence (Figure 6) in which the earlier

Il-I progression survived was the Phrygian cadence. 1 1  This

8Willi Apel and Archibald T. Davison, Historical
Anthology _of Music, p. 30, m. 121.

Apel, "Cadence," Harvard Dictionary, pp. 108-109.
101bid., "ontra tenor," pp. 183-184.

11Ibid., "Cadence," pp. 108-109.
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connection is shown clearly by the example of the early

manner of voicing the cadence which follows.

] g. 6.--Phrygian cadence circa 140012

The use of the major seventh chord in the Phrygian

cadence formula can be traced back to the suspensions in

two- and three-part writing of early polyphony (Figure 7).

Fig. 7.--Conrad Paumann, Fundamentum rganisandi (1452)13

121bid., p. log.

13Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music 900-1600,
p. 45 and Appendix.~

I I I 4

k -- ----. L A #%,
li 12 1 , ft I I A -Up

Zlo.. *7 Ai.

1XI -WW wid
dr

I IV LI, -It-1 *for V

9
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Two major sevenths are produced by the use of suspensions

in an excerpt from one of the model exercises which Conrad

Paumann (c. 1410-1473) placed in his counterpoint method

book (Funiamentum organizandi) in 1452.

Around 1470 a cazona (Figure 8) by Johannes Martini

entitled "Le Martinella" contained a Phrygian cadence

progression in the two lower voices.

Fig. 8.--Johannes Martini (c. 1470),
"La Martinella."14

This progression can be found in almost all the later

examples of the Phrygian cadence, not always in the same

two voices, but present between two of three or four

voices.

In his mass Salve civa ren (c. 1480) Jakob Hobrecht

uses the Phrygian cadence with the major seventh suspension

14Arnold chering, Alte Meister aus der Frilhzeit des
Orgelspiels, p. 34, m, 16.
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(Figure 9). The lower two voices follow the earlier two-

part pattern of a major seventh suspension resolving to a

major sixth, which in turn resolves to an octave. Here the

harmony preceding the cadence was already dominant in the

key of a minor, and the cadence merely reiterates it. The

principle of contrary motion which modal polyphonic writing

upheld is in evidence in the lower two voices especially,

and the midOle voice provides the only upward motion in the

resolution.

Fig. 9.--Jakob Hobrecht (c. 1480),
"Pleni und Agnus Dei II."15

The same type of movement in the lower two parts can

be seen in heinrich Finck's "Sanctus Benedictus und Agnus

Dei" from the mass De Beta Virgine, dated c. 1500 (Figure

10) . Here Finck has used two non-harmonic tones simultaneously,

a suspension in the tenor voice to produce the major seventh,

15Ib~id., p. 11, m. 9.
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and a very effective appogiature in the soprano voice which

leaps upward from e and resolves on f. The syncopation also

adds to the ornamental close. These sixteenth notes were

rather rapid to produce a very strong impression of the major

seventh chord. Schering states in the foreword to Alte

leister1 6 that the values are reduced to one-fourth. Also

Apel supports this reduction in his statement 1 7 that in this

period the semibrevis was the normal beat (as the quarter

note is in notation at the present time) and that the semi-

brevis was taken at about M. M. 50-60, that is, a moderate

tempo.

Fig. 10.--heinrich Finck (c. 1500),
"kanctus Benedictus und Agnus Dei."18

16Arnold .chering, Alte eister, p. 1.

174Apel, "Tactus," Harvard Dictionary, p. 731.

18 8chering, op. _2it.., p. 19, m. 10.
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Another point besides the major seventh suggestion to

be noted is that the harmony, before the appogiature on

the fourth beat resolves, implies a thirteenth chord; so

that incidental harmonies produced by skillful manipulation

of non-harmonic devices at least accustomed hearers to

tolerate increasing use of dissonance.

Another instance of the coupling of non-harmonic

devices occurs in Anton Brumel's "Regina Coeli," dated 1501

(Figure 11), in which the suspension which produces the

major seventh receives a cambiata resolution.

F 4 1 a 4- A I I

(I,
Lf-4o I Ii~;5~ ~E- Lt

Fig. ll.--Anton Brumel (1501) "Regina Coeli" 1 9

Here the first beat of the second measure would produce a

full, four-toned major seventh chord if the d and b-flat of

the alto voice were allowed to sound together. The effect

19Ibid., p. 29, m. 13.

Amid
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would undoubtedly be that of a full chord on the first beat

of the second bar. Another dissonance besides the one in

the Phrygian cadence appears on the second beat of the first

measure of this example. This sort of sharp dissonance here

nausea by the suspended minor ninth e-flat above d seems to

have been quite popular during this period. The Phrygian

mode transposed to the "key" of D is suggested by the

presence of B-flat in the signature and E-flat which appears

in the first measure (second half of the first beat alto

voice) and in the second measure on the first beat in the

bass. Thus, the beginnings of the dissonances and progres-

sions which Bach most often used are seen as far back as the

early part of the sixteenth century.

From the Tabulaturbuch which Leonhard Kleber wrote and

compiled from 1520 to 152420, comes a very ornamental

Phrygian cadence ith the major seventh harmony emphasized

more than the major sixth which precedes the resolution

(Figure 12). The date of "Fortuna in Fa" is 1516; and its

composer is Uaeister Othmar Iachtgall (or Luscinius), His

music shows the strongest use of the major seventh chord

thus far in the examples collected for this thesis. The

Phry ian mode transposed to "a" is suggested by the Phrygian

cadence of B-flat and G in the bass on the fourth beat of

the first measure going to an "a" octave,

20"Leonhard Kleber," Grove's Dic tionary of Music and
Musicians, edited by H. C. Colles, III, 31.
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Fig. 12.--Miagister Othmar Nachtgall (1516),
"Fortuna in Fa."21

In the same Tabulaturbuch the pieces of Johannes Schrem

show an interesting new type of resolution harmony for the

Phrygian cadence (Figure 13). Schrem uses the Phrygian

movement in the two lower voices but imkes the Phrygian

cadence part of a cadence in F major.

low~

Fig. 13.--Johannes Schrem (1516),
"6ancta Maria bitt' fdfr uns."22

21 Hans Joachim Moser, Frdhmeister der deutschen .rgel
Kunst, p. 68, m. 8.

221bid.,1p. 37, m. 7.
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Around 1530 Johann Buchner composed a "hyrie Eleison"

(Figure 14) which contains an ornamental reiteration of the

seventh exactly like the one Nachtgall used in 1516. The

a and f on the first beat of the second measure imply d

minor harmony.

Fig. 14.--Johann Buchner (c. 1530),
"Kyrie Eleison."23

The voicing is identical with Nachtgall's, so it would seem

that the use of the major seventh was increasing rather than

decreasing.

Voicing that resembles that of 6chrem can be seen in

the "Magnificat Secundi Toni" of Ludwig Senfl (Figure 15),

who died in 1555. Here the d 'minor harmony gives way to a

minor, but only after a full measure. Thus, the final cadence

is plagal, but the movement of the upper two voices on the

last beat of the first bar and the first beat of the second

bar is clearly that of the Phrygian cadence. This is a full,

four-tone ma jor seventh chord on a strong beat; but the

236chering, .. , cit., p. 38, m. 14.
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theory of deliberate use is weakened by the fact that the

d and the f in the bass and tenor on the beat of the major

seventh chord are passing thirds. However, a first in-

version major seventh chord caused by passing tones, is

rarely seen even in much later music.

Fig. 15.--Ludwig Senfl (d. 1555),
"Magnificat 6ecundi Toni."24

Only three of the four tones are used in the progres-

sion as seen in Paulus H1ofhaimer's "T'Andernaken" (Figure 16),

but it is another reiteration of the major seventh like

those of Nachtgall and buchner. This work was composed

upon a secular cantus firmus; and Nachtgall's was probably

secular too, since its title was "Fortuna in Fa." However,

Buchner's work was a "Kyrie;" so the idea that secular works

might include the use of the major seventh chord while sacred

works aid not, does not hold here.

24Denkmaler dq Tonkunst in Bayern, 3 Jhrg. Bd. 2,
p. 18, m. 11.
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F ig. l6.-w-Paulus von h ofhaimer (1459-1537),
T I'Ande rna ke n. ,25

In hof ha imer' s " TIAnde rna ken," the ornamenta t ion f ig ur e

occurs in the soprano voice; and the resolution of the g

to the proper a requires a skip from the Soprano voice to

the tenor voice. The bass is the only voice moving down

in the resolution; all the others move upward, and the tenor

ana soprano take leeaps of a fifth and a fourth, respectively.

This is somewhat unexpected, ani it may well be that

hofha imer's aim was to surprise.

The first full four-tone major seventh chord occurs

momentarily (Figure 17) in Christian Erbach's "ll icercar 1.

Toni," c. 1600. The outer voices follow the Phrygian move-

ment exactly. The major seventh chord results from a

suspension in the soprano voice and repeated notes in the

alto and tenor. Although a quarter note in alla breve is not

a long note, the occurrence of the dissonance on the first

beat of the bar gives it some importance.

25ioser l. cit., p. 53, . 3.
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"PRioercar

l7.--Christian Erbach (1573-1635),
1. Toni."26

A later instance of the major seventh harmony on the

first beat (Figure 18) is in Samuel Scheidt's Tabulatura

Nova, 1624.

F ig. 18. --amuel Scheidt (1624) ,
"Fantasia Super: lo Son ferito lasso,27

Again one voice is tied and another repeated on the dissonant

harmony; so an indepe naent use without preparation has not

yet been made.

2 6 Apel, Musik tus Fruher Zeit fur Klavier, (1350-1650)
ief t 1, p. 17, n. 27.

2 enkminler aeutscher Tonkunst, Bd. 1, p. 11, m. 19.
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Also on the first beat of the measure (although the

measures were obviously put in for modern readers), this

portion of Johann Hermann .chein's "Die mit Trdnen Saen"

(Figure 19) has a beautiful step-wise bass line.

Fig. 19.--Johann Hermann Schein (1586-1630),
"Die mit Tranen Saen."2 8

This cadence is very similar in progression to one in

"Die Juden" from The Passion According to it. John (Figure 20),

written in 1665-1666 by Heinrich Schutz.

d 

of

Fig. 20.--Heinrich Schatz, "Die Juden"
from St.. John Passion (1665-6).29

28 J. Hermann Schein, Die mit Tranen Saen, p. 5, m. 4.

2'9Heinrich Lchi'tz, The Passion Acgordin to St. John,
p. 5, m. 6.
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The bass lines and harmonic progressions of the two are

practically the same , so this was probably very popular in

the church music of the time.

Between those two works came the "Canzon" (Figure 21)

written by Peinrich Scheidemann on the tenth of September,

1657,30 in which a four-tone major seventh chord receives a

full quarter beat in a measure of comon time. Scheidemann

apparently was interested in keeping the rhythmic movement

going in the bass, because instead of one half note e-flat

in the bass he repeats it in eighth notes until the resolution.

Fig. 21.--Heinrich Scheidemann,
"Canzon" (September 10, 1657) .31

The minor-major seventh chord (see Inte page 2) produced by

the passing a in the tenor voice sEgests that disaonances

308eiffert, Organum, heft 1, p. 24.

31Ibid. , p. 24, m. 8.
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were being increasingly used. The e-flat shows the trans-

position of the Phrygian mode down a whole tone to d.

Franz Tunder, who died in 1667, used the Phrygian

cadence often; and in one prelude (Figure 22) he ornamented

it with a major seventh chord.

Wt qwAg

7L

Fig. 22. --Franz Tunder (d. 1667) "Praelud iumn"32

This is not such a dar ing use as some by the earlier composers

mentioned, but Tunder usea the major seventh chord in

enough different settings to show that he definitely did

not avoid it. The a and d-flat in the tenor and alto voices

on the second beat of the bar show sharp dissonance along

with the major ninth between the bass and tenor and the

augmented fourth between the alto and soprano. here the

contrary motion with the outer two voices resolving downward

32Ibid. ,hef t 6, p.o3, m. 7.
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and the middle two resolving upward is very satisfying. The

Phrygian cadence, however, merely serves to reiterate the

D major chord which appears just before it.

Another instance of a Phrygian cadence within a larger

cadence occurs in "Toccata QIII" of Johann Jakob Froberger

(Figure 23).

Fig. 23.--J ann Jakob Froberger (1616-1667),
"Toccate XII"

In the second measure the bass and alto voices follow the

old pattern from two-part polyphony, while the other three

voices fill in harmony that leads to an authentic cadence

in A major. Again a minor major seventh chord is produced

by the passing b in the tenor on the fourth beat of the second

measure of the example. In measures two and three the use

of sequence causes a seventh chord to sound on the f first

beat of the successive measures.

Another version of the Phrygian cadence occurs in

Johann Decker's "Praeambulum" (Figure 24). Here the con-

secutive first inversions are interrupted by a suspension,

and the movement slows down and cadences before starting a

new phrase.

'3Denkm~ler de r Tonkunst in 8sterreich, Bd. 8, p. 32, m. 6.
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11:7

Fig. 24.--Johann Decker (1598-1688), "Praeambulunp 34

Another ornamental cadence was used (Figure 25) by

Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706). This aria employs the dotted

rhythm effectively. The major seventh harmony certainly is

not of lone duration here, and yet the syncopation due to the

tying of the a over the bar line gives it a strong emphasis.

Again the resolution (the second g in measure two) is antici-

pated, and the picardy third is a popular stylistic feature

of the period.

Fig. 25.--Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706),
"Aria prima" from Hexachordum Apollinis.35

346eiffert , _p.ci.t . , heft 2, p. 12, m. 15.

35 Denkminler in Bayern, 4 Jhrg. Bd. 1, p. 12, m. 15.
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Dietrich Buxteh ude (1637-1707) is another of the out-

standing organ composers to whom Bach is said to have been

indebted f or his style. In the organ part to one of his

works for two vocal soloists with instrumental accompaniment

there is also anticipated the resolution of the Phrygian

cadence (Figure 26). This wavering back and forth between

E-flat major seventh harmony and the d major resolution

shows that this sort of progression was probably very popular

with church congregations of that period. It also shows

that Buxtehude did not want the ma jor seventh harmony to be

sounding f or five beats, so he broke the spell just before

the resolution to c Even so, this is one of the longest

durations of the chord in music up to its time.

Fig.,26.--Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707)
"Dialog fur Bass und Tenor mit Instrumenten.d6

36Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst, Bd. 14, p. 8, m. 44.



Although the progression using the major seventh chord

suspended into the Phrygian cadence seems to have been used

in all types of compositions, secular, sacred, instrumental,

and vocal, the prelude seems to have been one of the most

frequent forms in which composers tried their particular

versions of the progression. Arnold M. Brunckhorst (c. 1670-

1720) used it (Figure 27) as reiteration as so many others

did, i.e., Buxtehude. (page 29) and Tunder (page 26), who also

soundecL the resolution harmony and then see-sawed back and

forth on the dissonant ana consonant harmonies, but the bass

line gives an effect of a half cadence with his upward leap

of a fifth. In this slow tempo the fourth beat is perhaps

not as weak as it would appear on paper.

A44i;o (J -63s)

Fig. 27.--Arnold M. Brunckhorst (c. 1670-1720),
"Praelud ium." 7

37Seiffert, _. cit., heft 7, p. 6, m. 2.



Uhristian Ritter (d. 172?) uses (Figure 28) a very

unusual progression preceding this cadence formula in his

"Sonatina." The only repeated note is the a of the alto

voice, and it is interesting to note that the root of the

preceding chord becomes the seventh of the chord of the

major seventh. The second chord in the second bar of the

example uses a harmony very frequent. since that time,

namely, the half-diminished seventh chord, e, g, b-flat,

and d. (See ante page 2.) The Phrygian cadence is out-

lined in the bass and alto voices, the b-flat and g resolving

to octave a.

Fig. 28.--Christian hitter (d. 172?),
m nt 

ina" "38

38Ibia., heft 5, p. 12, m. II.



A composer of one generation earlier than Bach, Georg

Bohm (1661-c. 1733), used the more careful approach to the

progression under discussion (Figure 29). Although the A

major chord precedes it and removes most of the sting, the

major seventh chord does at least come on the down beat of

the last half of the bar; and the same kind of resolution

as the preceding Ritter example is used to precede the

resolut ion of the Phrygian cadence in the dimined triad on

the third and fourth beats of the second measure of the

example.

(
-1

av31 A

-
om

&44' ~L 4I
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NP- 74 1 o- on G___ ____

Fig. 29.--Georg B3hm (1661-1733), "Christ
Lay in the Bonds of Death." 3 9

Georg Bchm, "Christ Lay in the Bonds of Death,"
Liturgical fIusic Press, p. 5, m. 1.
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Of the twenty-two composers mentioned up to this point

eleven used the major seventh chord only in connection with

the ihrygian Cadence. Of the remaining eleven four used it

(as will be pointed out in succeeding chapters) in one

additional way (Finck--in an irregular Phrygian cadence,

Scheidt--in a half cadence, Scheidemann--in a chromtic

progression, and Bohm--chain of suspensions); four used it in

two additional ways (Hobrecht--in an authentic cadence and in

an irregular Phrygian cadence, Schrem--suspension chain and

by means of an accented passing tone, Buxtehude--suspension

chain and Flagal cadence, and Ritter--in a deceptive cadence

and in a suspension chain) ; and three used it in three ad-

ditional ways (Tunder--in an authentic cadence, in a suspen-

sion chain, and in a plagal cadence; Frogerger--in an authentic

cadence, in an irregular Phrygian cadence, and in a suspension

chain; and Pachelbel--in a suspension chain, in an authentic

cadence, and in connection with a "German" sixth chord).

However, the two composers who really liberated -it from

certain set patterns for use were Johann Gottfried Walther

(1684-1748) and Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). They both

used the progression under discussion, but it may be that one

reason that they did not use it more frequently was that a

musical situation existed somewhat similar to that which

immediately followed Wagner. Just as writers attempting to

be original in the period just after Wagner avoided the use of

the diminished seventh chord, so may Walther and Bach have
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felt that new and be tter uses could be found for the major

seventh chord without necessarily binding it to the anti-

quated .hrygian cadence. Walther used the major seventh

harmony (Figure 30) on the first beat of the bar in a Phrygian

cadence as follows:

Fig. 30.--Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748),
"Nun ruhen alle Wglder.",40

Here the ornamental resolution of the Phrygian cadence is

reminiscent of Pachelbel in the descending scale movement

(pane 28, Figure 25, Pachelbel: "Aria prima"). The sixteenth

note-quarter note sequence figure in the soprano voice entails

a b-flat suspended and repeated over a 16 chord, so it is

obvious that Walther was not afraid of strong dissonance

either. his style is very similar to that of Bach, and one

4 0Walter E. Buszin, Chorale Preludes by Masters of the
XVII and XVIII Centcry, p. 98, m. 4.



of the main points of similarity lies in the free use of

non-harmonic tones, dissonance, and the major seventh chord.

Also in a chorale prelude (Figure 31') Bach uses the

major seventh preceding a Phrygian cadence which serves as a

half cadence. All four members of the major seventh chord

are present, and the chord occurs on the first beat of the

measure. The anticipation of the resolution in the soprano

voice produces just a touch of major seventh harmony again

before the end of the phrase. Here the tenor follows the

downward movement so often seen in the bass in earlier

e xamples.

Fig. 31.--Johann Sebast ian Bach (1685-1750) ,
"Herzlich thut mich verlangen." 4 1

4 2Franklin Glynn, ed. , Twelve Chorale Preludes for Organ
_by Bac, p. 4, m.. 2.
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A passing major seventh is produced by the sixteenth note

c-sharp at the end of the first measure of the example in

the alto voice. In the key of b minor this would be a

progression from III7 to VIr, one major seventh to another.

Thus, the development of the use of the major seventh

chord in the Phryg:Lan cadence can be traced from 1480 (page

13, Figure 6) to 1700. That during this period its use

increased in frequency and the prominence of the major major

seventh harmony was noted in the collecting of material.

Scarcely one out of ten or twenty compositions contained it

in the period from 1480 to 1650, while during the next half

century in the works of Pachelbel, Buxtehude, and their

successors, practically every piece contained an example of

a major seventh chord used in a Ihrygian cadence. One reason

for its frequent use in connection with the Phrygian cadence

may have been to increase the dissonance before the resolu-

tion and thus increase the pleasure in the relaxation of the

harmonic tension. Certainly the chord was for a while pro-

ducea only incidentally in the use of non-harmonic tones.

ho composer before Bach probably intentionally used this

chord for its own sound, and probably Bach himself did not

realize that he included it so many times in his compositions.

Just why the lhrygian cadence, especially with the major

major seventh chord suspended into it, remained so popular

through all those years is a difficult question to answer.

Apparently the voice leadings outlined at the beginning of
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this chapter were very satisfying to people in the period

of the modes, and perhaps the most popular of the modes was

carried into modern tonality by the Phry ian cadence. After

the advent of tonality the Phrygian cadence was usually heard

as a half cadence. Its appeal is still with us today, and

contemporary classicists like 1i4 ndemith are searching for

fresh tonal concepts in the ancient modes. The modal flavor

of Hindemith's harmonic progressions and his smooth part

writing may be seen in the concluding measures of the three

movements of one of his chamber music works (Figures 32, 33,

and 34).

Ctdwimej:

(im
IL-

Fig. 32.,--Paul Hindemith "Son te fMr
Klarinette in B und Klavier" 1939)12

4 2 Paul Hindemith, "Sonate f1r Klarinette in B und
Klavier," p. 9, m. 13-*16.
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Fig. 33.-- Paul hindemith
Klarinette in B und Klavier."4

"tSonate fir

F ig . 34. -- Paul Hindemith "Sonate if ur
Klarinette in B und Klavier." 4 4

43Ibi p. 16, m. 15-16.

4401bid.*p. 22, . D-13.
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The major seventh chord probably was first used with

the Phrygian cadence, but since Bach's time it has been

used less and less in that connection and more and more

independently. Figure 35 shows an ornamented suspension

usage of the chord in Debussy's "Reverie."

F iajot:3I 'IE 172L

Fig. 35.--Glaude Debussy (1862-1918) "Reverie" 45

The Phrygian cadence has continued to be used, although

usually without the major seventh chord., Thus, the two

phenomena have served each other well and are now in-

dependent.

4 5"Reverie," Album of Claude Debussy Masterpiecea--
Nine Selected CoMositions for Piano Solo, p. 60, m. 11-15.



CHAPTER III

THE USE OF THE MAJOR SEVENTH CHORD

IN AUTHEI\TIC CADENCES

Another function which the major seventh chord has

served in its early stages of development has been in the

authentic cadence in both major and minor. The progression

IV7-V-I was clearly accepted by Bach's time as will be

shown. This was the use in a major key, and in a minor key

either 1117 or VI 7 might precede the dominant which resolved

to the tonic.

In the preceding chapter the approximate date of the

rise of the plagal and authentic cadence was given as 1450,1

and as early as circa 1460 the Buxheimer Orgelbuch includes

a composition by Boumgartner (Paumgartner) which shows a

IV7-VII6 -I cadence (Figure 36). The upper voice follows a

melodic line used often in Gregorian chant, but the harmonic

complexity bespeaks a more highly organized musical system.

Although the vertical construction here is very pleasing,

it is interesting to note that each part has a melody which

is independently worthwhile in its own right. The crossing

of the voices was a commonly used style feature of this time.

The lower two voices which cross each other in this passage

1Apel, "Cadence," Harvard Dictionary, p. 109.

40
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form a major third at the point of the major major seventh

chord and then both leap a minor third (in opposite direc-

tions) to form a minor seventh interval immediately after

the major seventh chord.

1kk

F A~ ~i~

Fig. 36.--Boumgartner (C. 1460) IV7-VII 6 -I cadence 2

A piece of music by Jakob Hobrecht dated about twenty

years later (Figure 37) contains the major seventh chord in

connection with a VII-I cadence also.

I

(

-Ak hIIN -2 II-
Alov j w I\a

CMaio ft4bt V4  I
5.

~I

Fig. 37.--Jakob Hobrecht, "Pleni unCL Agnus Dei II"
from the mass Salva diva parn (c. 1480).3

2Apel, Musik aus f rIher Zeit, p. 4, m. 9.

35 chering, Alte Meister, p. 12, m. 16.
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In both of these two works by Boumgartner and Hobrecht the

first, third, and seventh of the chord of the major seventh

are present. both are VII-I cadences 15a but they do show

the beginnings of the complete IV-V-I cadence.

Paulus Hofhaimer, who was shown (ante page 22) as one

of the earliest and boldest composers in using the major

seventh chord in ornamentation, wrote the same type of

ornamentation (Figure 38) but used the IV7 to lead into a

cadence like those above.

F t~jo': 1tT16t f =6 311

Fig. 38. -- Paulus von Iofha imer (1459-1537),
"T'Andernaken." 4

Here if the first chord of the example is considered in the

key of a minor, the chord on the last half of the beat can

be IV in a minor and VI in F maJor. Us ing that chord as a

pivot chord in the modulation to F major, the succeeding

chores are III, II IV , VII, and I in the key of F major.

4Moser, Fruhmeister der deutschen Orgel Kunst, p. 52,
MO 8.60_
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The fact that the seventh of the major seventh chord appears

only as the dissonant note of the trill shows that it was

probably not considered by Hofhaimer as a chord tone but as

the upper neighbor. However, the sound of the "a" is strong

there, because, according to the practice of sixteenth century

trills, 5 the dissonant note of the trill received the accent

throughout and also "a" is the note preceding and succeeding

the trill on the fourth beat of the first measure.

In his "II. Kyrie Eleison" (Figure 39) Gregor Meyer uses

a third inversion of the major seventh chord in the same type

of progression.

Fig. 39.--Gregor keyer, "II. Kyrie Eleison"
from Z"we i Kyrie (1547) .6

Although the last chord in the example does not have c in

the bass to complete the effect of a I6e-IV, VI16 , I pro-

gression, the C major harmony coming before strengthens it.

5Apel, "Trill," Harvard Dictionary, p. 760.

6Schering, _p. 2i_.1 , p. 32, m. 8.
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One reason for which Meyer may have preferred incomplete

harmony there is that a cadence with full harmony would tend

to break the phrase , and this progression occurs in the

middle of an idea. The use of the IV7-V-I cadence as a

final close had not begun so early. Only the first faint

suggestion can be seen in the Sixteenth century thus far.

However, by the middle 1600's the progression seems to

have become established. Franz Tunder made use of it in a

section of his "II. 0 Jesu dulcissime" (Figure 40) in which

a bass solo and two violins produce the harmony which is in

reduced score as follows:

KM or: 3 -i.

Fig. 40.--Franz Tunder (1621-1674), "1II. 0
Jesu dulcissime" (Bass solo con violini).7

Here the major seventh comes on the first beat of the bar,

but it is the root that is prepared instead of the seventh

of the chord as is usual. Prominent as the chord may be,

7Denkmnler deutscher Tonkunst, Bd. 37, p. 4, m. 17.
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coming on the first beat , it is still only a three-tone chord

with no fifth so there were still further developments to be

made. however, the independent movement in the upper two

voices is an important milestone in the development of the

major seventh chord.

Not nearly so strong, but interesting as one of the

earliest examples of two consecutive major seventh chords,

is this portion of a prelude (Figure 41) by Fachelbel (1653-

170 6) .

J" dF

MtrMajor:

Fig. 41.--Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706),
"2. Praeludium." 8

If the first chord in the second measure is considered as a

pivot chord in the modulation from g minor to E-flat major,

then VI7 in the key of g minor is also I7 in E-flat major.

8 Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Bayern, 4 Jhrg. Bd. 1, p. 3,
m. 15.
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The succeeding chords become IV7, V4, and IS. Again the
2

harmony is incomplete, but the phrase moves on; so it may

have been intentionally voiced in this manner to avoid a

break in the phrase. There seems to be no reason for the

two strong dissonances following each other other than the

popularity of the sevenths which Apel mentions. 9 Both of

these major seventh chords have the fifth missing, and both

have one tone present which was in the previous chord. The

d in the soprano on the first beat of the second bar of the

example is repeated, and the g in the alto voice on the

second beat of the second bar is tied over from the previous

chord. In the case of the latter, the third of the first

major seventh chord becomes the seventh of the second; ani

the a-flat which is the root of the second chord becomes

the seventh of the next chord. This is a particularly

significant occurrence of two successive major seventh

chords, because they are caused ne ither by sequence nor by

chain suspensions but seem to be chosen for their own sound.

Pachelbel apparently liked the progression of the sub-

dominant major seventh chord in root position moving to the

third inversion of the dominant seventh (Figure 42). He

used it again in the seventh toccata in the Denkmaler

collection.

gApel, NotatiOn 900-iQQ, fn. p. 44.
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K
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CIVaor: I L~~7u~ 17

Fig. 42.--Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706),
"Toccata 7 .'10

The progressions are much alike, including the leap from

tonic to subdominant harmony, the seventh of the chord being

tied, and the root of the major seventh chord becoming the

seventh of the dominant seventh.

The full chord appears in a toccata by Johann Jakob

Froberger (Figure 43).

_ -J z -

C so.: L 3C-A

Fig. 43.--Johann Jakob Froberger k1616-
1667), "Toccata."l

1ODenkmsler der Tonkunst in Bayern, 4 Jhrg. bd. 1,
p. 5, . 14.

11Denkmaler in Osterreich, Bdc. L13, p. 103, m. 37.

I
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Here a first inversion of the II chord intervenes between

the I17 and the dominant seventh chord, but the cadence

formula is essentially the same IV 7 -V-I progression. The

progression is now fully developed.

The popularity of this progression in this period is

shown by two instances of it within two measures of each

other in "Rex virtutum" (Figure 44) by Matthias Weckmann

(1621-1674). The IV7 -V-I cadence is reiterated, but the

third of the major seventh chord is still missing. All three

voices move downward to form the first IV7 chord above, a

violation of all rules of contrary motion and part-writing.

Perhaps the leaps in all voices were intended to produce

something of a surprise. The second time the movement is

excellent in terms of contrary motion between the outer

voices.92'-fig,

Fig. 44.--MIatthias Weckmann (1621-1674),
"Rex virtutuac..2

12Denkmaler deutecher Tonkunst, Bd. 6, p. 3, m. 16, 18.
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An interesting alteration of the pattern in which the

resolution of the cadence becomes a seventh chord which is

in turn resolved occurs in a chorale prelude,"Der du bist

arei in Einrgkeit," (Figure 45) by Johann Friedrich Alberti

(1642-1710). Here the IV and VII6 resolve to a tonic seventh

chord, which becomes IV 7 in the key of G major and resolves

in the progression 11, V4 16. This example shows more
2

freedom in the use of the major seventh chord in this pro-

gression than the earlier vvrks show.

C 43
~%T7

Fig. 45.--Johann Friedrich Alberti (1642-1710),
"Der du bist drei in Einigkeit."13

13Kar1 Straube, Choralvorspiele alte Meister, p. 5,
m. 12, 13.
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The use of another chord between the IV 7 and the

dominant chord occurs fairly often. Twice in Nikolaus

Bruhns' "Praeludium" (Figure 46) the following progression

appears. Bruhns' dates are ca. 1665-1697, and the important

feature in this example is that the seventh of the chord is

not resolve immediately. That is, the seventh of the chord,

the b in the soprano, resolves after an upward leap of a

fourth. here the diminished seventh between the major seventh

chord and the dominant triad is formed by a passing tone in

the bass. The chord outline still is IV7 -V 7-I.

F ig . 46. --INikolaus Bruhns (c . 1665-1697) , "Pra eludium'1 e

Bruhns uses this same type of variation of the pattern

with the secondary dominant chord in another prelude (Figure

1 46eiffert, ranum, heft 8, p. 7, m. 7.
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47). here he wavers back and forth twice, but the final

cadence finally resolves the question in a satisfactory

manner. In both instances Bruhns uses the full, four-tone

chord of the major seventh on the first beat of the bar.

Also each time the seventh, the dissonant member of the

chord, is in the melodic line,

-I--

6 I ~I

(
I

(

(a U____ ____

two

Pfaor It TI ]l 74EV K 3l ~-S-E
47 5 4

I

Fig. 47. -- Nikolaus Bruhns (C. 1665-1697),
"3. Praeludium.15

A simpler form occurs in Friedrich Erhardt Niedt's "In

Mirth and Gladness" (Figure 48). Niedt (1674-Kl717) uses

the IV 7 as a passing chord in the final cadence to one

section. Here the passing tones in the bass give a smooth

line and form incidentally a major seventh chord on the last

15Ibid.* ,p. 21, m. 13.
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half of the fourth beat of the first bar of the example.

The anticipation of' the final g in the soprano voice on the

second half of the second beat in the second bar of the

example produces a short-lived effect of a tonic seventh

chord before the f-sharp in the alto resolves down to d by

means of a passing tone.

At-

4 1 a 
- -_J

GPao,'I I ttEL 1E 7 -r~

Fig. 48..--Friedrich Erhardt Niedt (1674-1717),
"In Mirth and Gladness."l 6

In a minor key a major seventh chord on the sixth was

used to lead into an authentic cadence. Johann heinrich

Buttstedt (d. 1727) wrote a progression of this type (Figure

49) in his "In dulci Jubilo," In the key of d minor the

chords above may be analyzed as V6 , V6, V17, 1116, V7, Iv

Although the fifth of the major seventh chord is missing

(as one member must be in three-voice writing), the chord

does come on the third beat of the bar, so it would have

strong emphasis. The chain of suspensions is often used.

1 6 John Finley, editor, In Mirth and Gladness, p. 5, m. 4.
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Fr MajorY ]ius

Fig. 49.-Johann Heinrich
" In duWlei jubi-lo ."17

Buttstedt (d. 1727),

The chromatic passing tone was used also by Vincent

Lubeck (1654-1740) in the f ourth verse of his chorale

prelucie "Nun last uins Gott dem erren" (Figure 50).

-A- I I I
A b% Aoki
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05

F ig. 50 .--V incent Lfibec k (1654-1740), "Nun
lasst uns Gott dem Herren" Vers. 4.18

18otraube, 2. _cit. p. 101, m. 24.

17Fritz Dietrich, ed. , Elf_ Orgelchorgle Des ibzehnten
Jahrhunderts, p. 3, m. 16, 18.
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Aga in the secondary dominant chord is use., making possible

a smooth bass line from the d on the third beat of the first

measure up to the f of the dominant chord. The frequent use

of inversions to aid in smooth part-writing is a feature

very much like Johann Sebastian Bach's work, as is the use of

tie major seventh as a four-tone chord on the first beat of

the bar.

Among other ways Walther uses the major seventh chord

in an authentic cadence (Figure 51). He used it at the end

of one of his chorale preludes in a very effective manner.

Dg'~

Majot: ui7
Sr ~ II

YJVIj
I I II II

I'

Fig. 51.--Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748)
"Aus tiefer Not Schrei ich zu Dir."19

1 Ibid., p. 141, m. 11.
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This is a very elaborate final cadence as was customary in

the chorale preludes written for organ in this period, but

the chord outline remains approximately the same as the

others given before. Walther used seventh chords freely, as

Bach also did; and the suggestion of the I7 chord on the

f irst beat of the first bar of the example is a typical

feature of his writing.

"Zany examples of Bach's use of the major seventh chord

in an authentic cadence may be found. The chorale "Nun

danket alle Gottt" contains in the fifth phrase (Figure 52)

an instance of the 1117, a major seventh chord in a minor key.

Fig. 52.--Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750),
"Nun danket alle Gotto"20

On a weaker beat Bach uses the progression (Figure 53)

in a major key. Here passing tones produce very smooth

lines in the various parts, and V4 comes on the strong beat
2

of the bar.

2 0 Bach-Riemenschneider, 371 Chorales, p. 80, m. 9.
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Fig. 53.,--Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750),
"Ermuntre dich, mein schwacher Geist.tt 2 l

The highest development of this type of cadence in

major keys is in the sort of progression which Bach uses

(Figure 54) in the f ifth phrase of his chorale "Vater unser

im Himmelreich,"

A I I

F Majo 'l

1 1

I I

-k I t

Fig. 54,--Johann Slebastian Bach (1685-1750),
"Vater unser im Himmelreich ."22

2lIbidp. 3, m. 3.

22Ibid.o, p. 11, m. 10.
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Here the major seventh chord comes on the first beat of the

bar, and all four tones are present. The progression is

simply IV7 , V7 , I. It is typical of the Bach style of

composition, and Bach uses it quite often both as the end of

a phrase and as a final close.

In the early stages of development the major seventh

chord used in this sort of cadence was probably more often

than not the result of a suspension over the tonic,, the second

tone of the scale being held over tonic harmony until it

resolved to the tonic note. However, examples of that

preceded later full authentic cadences.

This use of the major seventh chord seems to be not only

the most valuable, since the authentic cadence is perhaps the

most important device of the eighteenth tonality system; but

it also seems the most independent use of the chord. Although

suspensions and repeated notes prepare practically all the

instances of the major seventh chord until after the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, those occurrences of it with little

preparation are almost all to be found in connection with the

authentic cadence,

The reason for the popularity of this progression may be

the same as that suggested for the popularity of the major

seventh chord used with the Phrygian cadence--that strong

dissonance enhances resolution to a consonance. At the time

that this progression was used in the examples shown, the

dominant seventh chord was probably considered still a fairly
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strong dissonance. Perhaps a still stronger dissonance

preceding it just made it more satisfying to the tastes of

people of the time.

The use of the major seventh chord was seen to be due

at first to the use of nonharmonic tones. Then apparently

the progression was realized to be a valuable one in itself,

as the Tunder (Figure 40, page 44) and Weckmann (Figure 44,

page 48) examples show. The subdominant seventh chord is

definitely employed for its own sake in these cases. These

seventeenth century instances show where Bach's influence

toward the IV7 , V, I and VI7 (or 1117), V, I progressions

came from and to what excellent use he put the materials

already available. It has been said that Bach, like Shakes-

peare, was not a great innovator from the standpoint of

materials used but only in the way he used them. In any case,

his use of the major seventh chord in the authentic cadence

marks the high point of its development up to his time.

From Bach's use of the subdominant seventh in major keys

in the chorales the following deductions can be made:23

1. The IV7 follows tonic or the submediant chord,

2. The IV7 is most often found in the cadence formula.

3. The seventh of the chord is most often found in
the soprano.

4. The IV7 is rarely found incomplete.

23ycHose, Contrapuntal TechniQue, p. 201.
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From Bach's use of the submediant seventh chord in minor

keys the following deductions can be made:2 4

l. The V 7 follows V or III in first inversion.
if if if
6 7 7

2. The V17 usually progresses to VTI in root position.
6 7

3. The 7th of the VI7 is prepared and resolved by the

suspension figure.

4. The remaining voices usually proceed into and out
of the V1 7 by step.

6

Thus, we see that the cadence formula was strongly

established by the time of Bach.

24IbId. ,0p.0217.



CHAPTER IV

THE UE OF THE MAJOR SEVENTH CH&RD IN

$E4UENCES AND SUSPENSION CHAINS

One of the most frequent uses of the major seventh chord

in the music of Bach's time and before is in the patterns of

sequences and chain suspensions which were commonly used. It

is interesting that these patterns do not occur until about

the midle of the seventeenth century. Dickinson says, "The

presence of sequence is an important symptom of conscious

harmonic logic." 1  Of suspensions it has been said, "&uspen-

sions are devices of contrapuntal origin. . . , and a vertical

analysis at the crucial moment shows a complication which is

in fact an expansion of the harmonic system." 2 Some of the

boldest instances of the major seventh chord are produced by

these devices. They were, therefore, extremely important in

bringing the major seventh dissonance before the ears of the

people of that time; and thus they helped it to become later

a chord in its own right.

An early instance of this (Figure 55), long before the

period in which it was most popular, is in Johannes Schrem's

lGeorge Sherman Dickinson, The Growth of Epression in
Harmony, p. 38.

2 George Dyson, "Harmony," Groves Dctioroy f Music,
editec- by H. C. Colles, II, 531.

60
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"Sancta 1,aria" from the Tabulaturbuch of Leonhard Kleber

around 1524.

___

F Major 6  -Z . 26 Lr

Fig. 55.-4Johannes Schrem (c. 1524),
"Sancta Maria."

3

The four sixteenth notes on the first beat and on the fourth

beat in the soprano voice are on successive notes of the F

major scale. Although this is not so strong an example as

later ones, it is an isolated early instance of a use which

was to become very popular.

Froberger was the next composer to make extensive use

of the sequence and chain suspension (Figure 56) in his

writing to produce the major seventh chord. In one of his

toccatas it can be seen quite clearly. On the first beat of

the second bar of the following example a I. chord in third

inversion is the result of a series of sequences and

3Moser, Fr1hmeister der deutschen Orgel Kunst, p. 37,
m. 16.
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suspensions both. It is interesting to note that it is

preceded by a dominant seventh chord in first inversion. In

the soprano voice the sequence continues in sixteenth notes,

while the bass voice is suspended below the tenor in seconds

resolving to thirds . This is also an excellent means of

modulation, as the range of keys shown in just these three

sequences is three--including D major, G major, C major, F

major, b minor, and E major. By beginning with the tonic

tria as the first harmony with vhich the suspension sounds,

the 1r7 is produced. This is an excellent example of the

prominent place given major seventh chords as a result of

the use of sequence and suspension chains.

- L.a

A

Fig. 56.--Johann Jakob Froberger (1616-
1667), "Toccata XIII." 4

4 Denkmnler der TonKunst in 6 sterreich, Bd. 8, p. 2, m. 3.
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Probably about the same time that Froberger's Toccata

was written Franz Tunder wrote a Fugato (Figure 57) which

uses several sequence and suspension chains.

(
A LI E~#A

I -V I po~w

do4V pr

)4
P -

F " .ai. 11

Fig. 57,--Franz Tunder (1614-1667), "Fugato" 5

This section of the piece is in B-flat major, so the major

seventh chord is a 17 again. The tieci notes in the alto

voice are interesting in comparison with the tied notes in

the bass in the pre ceding example. The ties cause synco-

pation. They do not resolve the dissonance; nor do they

create it. The tenor and alto form the two sevenths and

resolve them again. The soprano furnishes the sequence in

regular rhythm on the beat to contrast with the syncopation

of the alto voice. It is interesting to note that the major

5Seiffert, Organum, Heft 6, p. 5, m. 6.

I
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seventh is produced on the quarter note of the first sequence

figure and the minor-minor seventh on the quarter note of the

second sequence f igure.

A homophonic sequence pattern thicked in texture is seen

in Weckmann's "Toccata XI" (Figure 58), in which there are

also some striking rhythmic patterns.

333

Fig,. 58.-Matthias Weckmann (1621-1674),
"Toccata XI."6

here the harmonic progression follows the soprano sequence

figures in a dominant seventh type of chord, a minor minor

seventh, another dominant seventh type of chord, then two

major sevenths in root position, and finally a close on

what would seem to modern listeners to be the dominant of

the key center, a minor. Although both major seventh chords

are in root position, the third is in the soprano in the

first one and the seventh in the soprano in the second one.

6Ibid., heft 3, p. 45, . I1.
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This practice of reiterating the soprano note and leaping

up a fourth in the bass to form the subdominant seventh is

one which has come to be regarded as a common stylistic

feature of this period.

The use of syncopation in the search for rhythmic

variants was made (Figure 59) also in one of the toccatas

by Jan Adam Reinken (1623-1722).

arIda

Fig. 59.--Jan Adams Reinken (1623-1722),
"Toccata."7

The I7 is again produced on the first beat of the sequence

figure in the soprano voice. The reason for putting the

strongest dissonance at the first of the series may be simply

that it was easier and more logical to place the tonic

dissonance first. It may, however, be that the satisfaction

of the resolution was considered to be stronger if the

sharpest dissonance known was used first and succeeding

7lbid., heft 5, p. 5, m. 12.
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dissonances followed. At any rate, sequential figures pro-

duced many of the major seventh chords around Bach's time.

Buxtehude's Sonata, Opus 1 (Figure 60) , employs the two

devices of sequence and suspension chains in a temporary

modulation to a remote key.

I-AV I a
01 yl f,

4Z
u r

IE

F ig. 60.--Dietr ich Buxtehude (l637-17O7),
"Sonata Ift8 a(67w77

Here the chain of suspensions in the soprano voice produces

the syncopation, and the bass voice joins the tenor in

forming the underlying harmony by means of a sequence. The

skill required to perfect this sort of style gives the im-

pression of a careful harmonic plan carried out in detail,

but the analysis of the vertical line of the music at the

moment during which the non-harmonic device is in effect does

not prove any such intent on the part of the composer.

Although some forms of composition such as the toccata and
-n-r -et che- Tonkun,--a-p. 0,WN--

8Denkialer deutscher Tonkunat, Bd. 11, p. 10, m.2.

is
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sonata wer e homophonic, the contrapuntal style was still a

dominant mode of expression. Here the major seventh chord

is preceded by the minor minor seventh chord, so Buxtehude

probably aid not always tend to place the major major seventh

dissonance first.

As the chorale prelude style developed. the same sort of

treatment as Buxtehude's above appeared in the early works.

Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703) ,9 used the 17 as the result

of a sequence (Figure 61).

(

(

Ogp-

Gmaj orr IK .(it T :i JtV71T) [S .~-

Fig. 61.--Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703),
"Nun lasst uns Gott, dem Eerren." 1 0

The mod ulation froM G major to e minor is also brought about

by this series of suspensions and sequences. The 17 of G

major may even be considered the comon chord of the modulation,

9 Theodore Baker, Biographical Dictionar of Musicians,
p. 43. This reference states that Johann Christoph Bach was
an organist at Eisenach, a son of the brother of Johann
Sebastian Bach's grandfatIer, and the brother of Johann
Michael Bach (1648-1694) mentioned on page 70 of this thesis.

1%Buezin, Chora Preludes, p. 13, m. 9.
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since the suspension chain breaks in the soprano voice after

the next resolution and suspension. The major seventh chord

as a pivot chord in modulations was most often used in first

inversion, but the root position seems also possible.

An impressive succession of seventh chords is present

as a result of a chain suspension in the soprano voice in

one section (Figure 62) of a chorale by Johann Friedrich

Albe rt i (1642-1710 ).

C 4ROr-IU F-]17M7T

Fig. 62.,--Johann Friedrich Alberti (1642-1713),
"Der Du bist drei in Einigkeit" vers. 1.11

The first chord in the example is a dominant seventh chord

in third inversion which resolves to the first inversion of

the a minor triad. Then a double suspension in the tenor

llStraube, Choralvers-iele, p. 5, m. 7.



and soprano voices produces the F major major seventh chord,
6

with the bold chords in the key of C major following in the

order of tonic ninth chord in first inversion, II and VI.

Evidence of the popularity of the suspension figure is

present in the beginning of the chain of suspensions in the

last two notes in the alto voice of this example. The rules

of contrary motion are followed beautifully here, but the

dissonance is by no means restricted.

Another modulation occurs in an example from a Ritter

sonatina (Figure 63). Christian Eitter (164?-172?) uses the

seventh chords on the first beat of the bar as a result of a

chain of suspensions in the alto voice and stepwise descent

simultaneously in the other three voices.

LIP
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12$eiffert, p. cit., heft 5, p. 14, m. 2.
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The first seventh chord produced by the suspensions is a

minor minor seventh chord (on the first beat of the second

measure) , the next on the first beat of the third bar a

major major seventh, ana the next a minor major seventh

chord. Thus,, sometimes as a result of normal occurrence

within the key as sequences and suspensions, in Bach's time

practically every type of seventh chord was used very close

together with no conscious effort to do so.

Johann Michael Bach (1648-1694), organist at Gehren and

a second cousin of Johann Sebastian Bach, did not use the

major seventh in this sort of progression as boldly as Ritter

did. he dia employ the same technique in a set of chorale

variations (Figur e 64).

Fig. 64--Johann Iic-hael Bach (1648-1694)
",XWenn wir in hochsten" Var. 1.139

13Buezin, . cit., p. 16, m. 7.
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The 17 in Johann Michael's work is on the second beat of

the bar; but it is essentially the same type of voicing that

the examples given before employed.

In another of the more homophonic styles (Figure 65)

the "Canzone" of Georg Reutter the elder (1656-1738) shows

reiteration of melodic patterns which is distinctive.

Fig. 65. --Georg Reutter (1656-1738), "Canzone"ld4

This progression analyzed vertically is 1II9 TV 7, 116, 16,

IV, V4 , I in the key of C major. The IV7 is the only dis -
3

sonance which occurs on the first beat of the sequential

pattern. The alto voice is repeated, and the lower two

voices ove down stepwise as is customary in the sequential

type of progression. The IV7 here seems to lead to a complete

cadence in C major, imperfect because of the inversion of

the dominant seventh chord.

1 4 Kurt Herrman, Klaviermusik des 17. und1 8. Jahrhunderts,
Band III, p. 18, m. 30.
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One of the most influential figures of this period,

Johann Pachelbel, used an interesting sequential pattern in

one of his chorales (Figure 66).

I en . I B g
1 4 4

Fig. 66.--Johann Pachelbel (16 3-1706),
"Ach Gott vorm Himmel, sieh darein."15

Here the bass and tenor voices form a double sequence with

the suspension in the tenor voice producing the ma jor seventh

chord. The alto voice enters at the moment of suspension in

the last of this succession of seventh chords in sequence.

The practice of answering rhythmic patterns in the

various voices of a composition is shown in the "Kyrie, Gott

Vater in Ewig keit" by Tobias Volclkar (1678-1756). Here

(Figure 67) the sequence and suspension pattern in the soprano

voice begins by forming a major seventh chord on the first

beat of the second bar of the example. Then the soprano

eighth notes and a quarter note value are answered by the

1 5 Denkialer der Tonkiunst in Bayern, 4 Jhrg., B3 . I,
p. 59, M. 7.



same figure in the bass and tenor in thirds, which is then

answered in the soprano. This sort of answering back and forth

kept the rhythm moving and created the antiphonal effect which

was used in the church music of the period.

Fig. 67.--Tobias Wolckunar (1678-1756),
"Kyrie , Gott Vater in Ewigkeit.16

It is only natural that in keyboard compositions the choral

writing techniques should appear again in the contrapuntal

devices used.

Very much like the example from Johann iichael Bach's

chorale prelude (Figure 64) is this portion (Figure 68) of a

chorale by Andreas Nicolaus Vetter (1666-1734). In the

third measure of this example the alto voice suddenly dis-

appears without any warning, and it does not return until a

later section of the piece. Whether Vetter purposely chose

16Bus zin ,_p_. c it .,p. 7 ,m.4.,
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to omit the voice that would otherwise have f illed out the

four-tone harmony of the seventh chords is a question which

could not be quickly answered, but it is one possibility.

(

Fig. 68. --Andreas Nicolaus Vetter (1666-
1734), "Allein Gott in der HTht sei Ehr."17

Perhaps the two-measure pattern which occurs in the alto

voice in the first two measures of the example was originally

intended to be made a sequence which would extend for several

measures in length. Then when the seventh chords resulted

from these devices Vetter may have been so displeased that

he removed the whole alto voice for a section of the work.

For whatever cause, the alto voice unexpectedly ceases, the

last chord before its disappearance containing an interval of

an augmented fifth, which seems very unusual. Analyzed in

the key of e minor the last two chords before the resolution

are 1117 and 117 (a minor major seventh chord).

l 7Dietrich, Elf Orgelchorale , p. 24, m. 56.
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The following excerpt (Figure 69) from a chorale prelude

by Georg B"hm (1661-1733) illustrates Bhm's use of the major

seventh chord:

Fig. 69.--Georg B~hm (l661-1733), "Allein
Got t in der H~h' s ei Ehr."l8

The harmonic use of the 1V7 chord here is pa rt of the ca dence

in G ma jor. Aga in the third invers ion of the dominant seventh

chord (first beat of the second bar) resolves to the first

inversion of the tonic trisad on the second half of the first

beat of the second bar. B3hm was born twenty.-three years

before Falther and twenty-four years before 3ach, and he

(B6hm) i much more restricted than either of the other two

men in his use of dissonance.

ialther's use of sequence an suspension chains is so

highly developed an his u e of tbe major seventh chord so

1 8 Buszin, _. _cit., p. 22, m. 8.
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complete that it is a very noticeable feature of his style

of composition. Much like Bach's it produced harmonic pro-

gressions such as the following example (Figure 70) from one

of his fugues.

,ra%k
Ilk t I q I I I
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Fig. 70.--Johann Gottfried 'Walther (1684-
1748), "Fuga." 1 9

The soprano voice here has a series of eight suspensions,

while the bass voice has four occurrences of the pattern of

eight sixteenth notes. The alto voice and the tenor voice

descena with the tenor syncopated by means of two-three

suspensions with the alto voice. This shows the height of

complexity in the simultaneously sounding devices. The

chords analyzed in the key of F major are V, V, I, IV,

VII (minor ma jor seventh) , III, VIE, 116, and so on. Surely

the use of the major seventh chord like this did much to free

1 9Apel, uaik aus Frtlher Zeit, p. 34, m. 22-23.
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it from the restrictions of the past and to help establish

it as regular four-tone harmony which could stand by itself,

Johann Sebastian Bach, in similar patterns, nade use of

the tonic and subdominant major seventh chords. An example

of this (Figure 71) in which sequence and suspension chains

are used to produce a succession of chords is as follows:

A
33

Auk qw

ma I a W -
qw 

m I

look db
AW#& I EW

Ame

VFW,

Q% ddi L-1
-,w I

r AV a

__________---- -I-~

GMYajr6

Fig. 71.--Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750),
"Acht kleine Preludien und Fugen." 2 0

Here the full four-tone 17 chords, the first in third in-

version and the second in root position, fall on the first

beat of the bar. Another strong use which Bach makes of the

major seventh chord is in the third phrase of the chorale

"Alle in zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ" (Figure 72).

20C. H. Kitson, The Evolution _of Harmn p. 219.
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Fig. 72. -- Johann Sebastian Baa (1685-1750),
"Allein zu Dir, Herr Jesu Christ."

Here the main sequence is in the tenor voice; but the alto

voice is simply a descending series of repeated notes, and

the soprano and bass also have sequential figures which

they follow. This is an example of natural occurrence in a

key.

The numerous examples of this sort of progression in

Bach's works are so well known that it might be well to

examine similar instances in the works first of an Italian

predecessor, Gorelli, and then of a later German composer,

J. F. Doles.

Arcangelo Qorelli (1653-1713) apparently liked to use

suspension chains (Figure 73), and they frequently produced

major seventh chords like the ones from this portion from

one of Gorelli's sonatas. The popularity of the suspension

chaiin used with the sequence is again shown.

2 1 Bach-hiemenschneider, 371 Chorales, p. 87, M. 8.
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Fig. 73*.--Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713),
"Sonata 3.22

Johann Friedrich Doles, a successor to Johann sebastian

Bach, in his chorale prelude "'Auf meinen lieben Gott" (Figure

74) uses the major seventh two times in successive measures.

Fig;. 74.--Johann Frie drich Doles (1715-
1797) , "Auf me ine n lie ben Got t.tt23

22Kiton, l. f p. 219.

2 53uszin, o~p. ci; p. 29 , m. 23-4.
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The first instance (second measure, second beat) is the

result of the suspension chain in the alto voice. The second

instance (third measure, first half of the fourth beat) is

caused by a passing tone (d) in the alto voice, which gives

smooth lines and progression.

Although the use of the major seventh chord in sequences

and suspension chains was perhaps the least intentional of all

since non-harmonic tones accidentally and incidentally pro-

duce the chord these devices (sequences and suspension chains),

coupled and singly, helped as much as any other feature of

music in the early periods of its history to develop a tol-

erance for the sound of the major seventh chord. It seems to

have been regarded as the seasoning like salt or pepper which

maae the sugar of the resolution more pleasurable. Therefore,

the mechanical devices of craft in ages dominated at times

by reason and, perhaps, overestimation of technique, served

not only the purposes of those ages but survived also to be

usea by more emotional ages centuries later.



(PHAYTER V

THE IRPEGULAR USES OF' THE

MAJOE SEVENTH OHOED

The uses of the major seventh chord in the Phrygian

cadence, in the authentic cadence, anda as a by-product of

sequences ana chains of suspensions are the most important

ones. Tracing the chronological development of the use of

the chord in these connections shows the main streams fol-

lowed, but for those occurrences of the major seventh chord

which employ none of the three main treatments some pro-

vision must be made. An examination of the isolated in-

stances of the major seventh which do not conform to the

patterns listed above, from the slightest irregularity to

the Most remote deviation, may supplement the study of its

development.

The earliest of these is a delayed Phrygian cadence

contained in Hobrecht's mass Salve diva parents, which was

written around 1480 (Figure 75). The lower two voices follow

the Phryian resolution, but the soprano voice adds a flavor

of the authentic cadence. The fact that E major harmony is

finally produced makes it seem to be a highly ornamented

Phrygian cadence, but the c and e in the soprano alto just

after the major seventh chord belong to a IV7 , 16 cadence.

81
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"Pleni und "Agnus Dei II." 1

The entrance of the soprano voice on the major seventh chord

is like the example in Chapter IV (page 72, Figure 66) by

Pachelbel, who was writing some two centuries later.

Similar hybrid case (Figure 76) can be found in

lleinrich Finck's mass De beats virgin, dated about 1500.

Fig. 76.--einrich Finck (1445-1527) , "Benedictus" 2

Aga in the lower two voices follow the Phrygian resolution,

but t he soprano voice resolves like an authentic cadence and

1Schering, Alte Meister, p. 11, m. 18.
2
Ibid., p. 21, m. 23.
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then resolves again like a plaintive plagal cadence, since

it is part of the final close of the piece, it seems extremely

likely that its function is primarily cadential. WVhatever

its use, it is just as prominent as any of the others found

this early.

Keinrich Isaak (c. 1450-1517) uses a major seventh chord

in an unusual way (Figure 77) in one of his canzone,

G M;nor: ~1

j ig. 77.,--Heinrich Izaak (. 1450-1517)
"La Martinella2'3

Analyzed vertically in the key of g minor, these chords are

i, VI, IV, II, 1117, IV, V , 1. This is a variant of the

type of authentic cadences in minor discussed in Chapter III.

The insert ion of the IV chord between the 1117 and the V1 is

what gives this progression sch a unique sound. The way in

which the alto voice answers the figure of two sixteenth notes

and one eighth which the soprano voice states at the f irst of

3Ibid. ,p. '7, m. 7.
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the second bar suggests a nuch later stage of h rmonic

development.

Around 1524 Johannes Schrem used an accented passing

t one in several instances to form a major seventh chord

(Figure 78). Typical of this use is this portion of one of

his pieces.

k

(
(

Fig. 78.--Johannes ch rem (1524),
"t6alve regina." 4

The eighth rest in the soprano part just after the f which is

the last note in the first bar of the example is typical of

Schrem' s use. It shows that he was not just passing through

the e and the f before it to reach another goal. This use

seems weak, but the facts that the aajor seventh chord is

formed in this manner repeatedly and that the seventh resolves

upward give it significance. In the shaping of the contrapuntal

4yoser, FrIhieister der deutschen Orgelkunst, p. 34,
In. 5.

Id a ,.Ia w Ig
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lines this dissonance was probably overlooked, but the sound

produced by this type of contrapuntal treatment is just as

definitely the major seventh harmony as that produced by a

treatment which can be traced historically as a stylistic

feature.

The major seventh chord is used as a novelty in a dance

piece (Figure 79) by LHans Neusiedler dated 1544. It appears

in a collection called Ein neu Kunstlich Lantenbuch (A New

Artful Lute Book), and its title means "Jewish Dance."

Fig. 79.--Hans Neusiedler, "Judentantz" (1544)

This is the first bar of the piece, and the whole work centers

around this pattern. It is repeated with variations through-

out the dance. The instructions given with the music6 by the

composer for performing it are that it must be played very

fast lest it not sound pleasing. The fact that it was in-

tended to be played at all certainly proves that experimenta-

tion with dissonances was going on at this time. It might

5 Apel, Musik aus der Fruher Zeit, p. 10, m. 1.
6lbii.
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well have been written by a composer in 1951. The final

chord consists of the same e and b in the lower voices of the

first chord with the b doubled an octave higher in the

soprano o,

In 1583 a collection of pieces called Orpel older In-

stru'r nt Tabulatur appeared which contained music by -Elias

Nicolaus Armerbach (1530-1597). A major seventh chord

(Figure 80) is used in full voicing in a work by him.

IA I' A

low

infW
Mayor:t ~ ~IL~ t

F ig*80.--EliaS Nicolaus Aumerbach (1530-
1597) , "Passametzo."7

Here the major seventh chord receives no preparation in the

nature of a repeated or tied note. Its immediate resolution

is in the Phrygian formula, but the Phrygian chord of reso-

lution resolves in turn in the manner of an authentic cadence

in the two outer voices. Perhaps the C major chord has no

relation to the major seventh chord in the preceding measure;

but if it is considered as the resolution chord of the

7Ibid., p. 12, m. 5.
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progression, the major sixth of the *Ahrygin cadence has kept

the same soprano note and dropped the lower note a minor third.

In any case, this is the earliest major seventh chord in four

parts found in this investigation, and it is also not only the

earliest but one of the very few unprepared major seventh

chords in music literature until after the nineteenth century.

Jakob Handl, 0ho live. from 1550 to 1591, wrote under

the name of Jakob Gallus, a Latin name derived from a pun on

his name as if it were a diminutive of Hahn, which means

cock.8  In an antiphonal piece of church music he used a

variation on the Phrygian cadence in the first choir's part

(Figure 81).

k too

7T -1, I

ig. 81.--Jakob Handl (1550-1591),
"Media vita in morte sumus."9

8 "Gallus," Grove's Ditiony Vol. II.

9 Ludwig ckoeberlin, Schatz des liturKeschen chor und
gemeinde gsanges,1I, 213, .4
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Here the cadence would have been a regular Phrygian one if

the d which is the last note in the alto part in the first

bar of the example had not been sharped. This produces a

choral called the "German" sixth, and modern terminology for

this sort of progression is V resolving to V. These

numerals show how close to te Phrygian resolution it is,

since the same chords are used, although there are alterations

in the first chord ( V6 ). The major seventh chord is not
rr5

complete, but it doeA fall on a strong beat of the bar. It

would be interesting to follow the development of the "German"

sixth chord to see whether frequent use was made of the chord

progression of a major seventh followed by the "German" sixth

chord. However, this is an isolated instance in the present

study.

A little like the Isaak example given on page 83 (Figure

77) is this irregular treatment (Figure 82) of the major

seventh chord by Melchior Schildt (1592-1667). The soprano

voice follows a suspension chain pattern, and the tenor voice

simply drops out at the crucial moment. The progression of

the harmony is confusing to analyze either in the key of G

major or e minor. From the e minor chord on the third beat

of the first bar of the example the first two beats of the

second bar seem to indicate a Phrygian cadence. When the

minor seventh is produced instead on the third beat of the bar,

the ear expects a resolution to d minor or major harmony.
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Fig. 82.--'elch ior Schildt (1592-1667),
"Pra eambulum." 1 0

Instead the cadence is the early II-I progression (the A

major chord on the fourth beat of the second measure pro-

gressing to a tonic chord in first inversion) which was used

in parallel organum. The soprano voice produces the seventh

of the major seventh chord as a result of a suspension, and

another suspension follows on the third beat of the second

measure. Apparently 6childt, like Isaak, contributed to the

development of the major seventh chord by working out dif-

ferent complex progressions instead of expanding the type of

progression already in use.

A half cadence was sometimes formed as the result of the

chromatic resolution of a major seventh chord in root position.

The Tabulatura Nov. Er Orgel !nd Clavier which ISamuel cheidt

brought out in 1624 contains an instance of this in a fantasia

10eiffert, Organum, heft 1, p. 12, i. 6.
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(Figure 83). Labeled as a four-part fugue by the composer,

this work shows very smooth voice leadings , much of the move-

ment of the parts being stepwise. Here the G major chord may

be considered either a temporary modulation to the dominant

or as a half cadence in the key of 0 major.

Fig. 83.--Samuel Scheidt (1 5 8 7 -165f,
"Fantasia Super: Io son rQto asso."

The important feature of the example is the chromatic reso-

lution of the major seventh chord so that in relation to the

G major chord the major seventh choral on the third beat of

the preceding measure is built on the natural seven.

Another composer who used more irregular treatments of

the major seventh chord than Scheidt did was heinrich

Scheidemann (Figure 84). A portion of a prelude 1 2 will show

the use he mace of the chord. This carries the practice of

llDenkmaler deutscher Tonkunst, Bd. 1, p. 11, m. 6.

12According to Max Seiffert, editor of OrEanum, this
prelucde was composed on January 10, 1637.
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Scheidt on a step further, because Scheidemann never really

resolves the chord f a c e but avoids resolution by pro-

gressing to a D major triad and then E major, the bass part

moving steadily upwards.

W 11 I 4ILQWr

Fig. 84.--Heinrich Scheidemann (ca. 1596-
1663) , "Praeambulum." 1 3 t

This, therefore, is an extremely independent use of the chord,

although the seventh of the chord is tied from the previous

measure. The duration of the major seventh chord two beats,

half a measure, in an "Andante" tempo also seems important.

Jakob Praetorius (1586-1651) uses a surprising reso-

lution (Figure 85) of the major seventh chord in one of his

preludes. Here the major seventh chord appears in first in-

version, and the bass note becomes the dominant in an authentic

cadence. The Phrygian resolution would be expected from what

13Seiffert, 2. cit., heft 1, p. 13, m. 27.
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comes before, but this is a very refreshing instance of an

avoidance of it.

(
1t

Fig. 85. --Jakob
"Praeambulum."14

Praetorius (1586-1651),

An incomplete plagal cadence (Figure 86) introduced by a

major seventh chord provides an interesting progression in

one of Tunder's preludes. Here the basic progression is VI7 ,

IV 6, I in the key of g minor. This plagal type of cadence

formula occurs very rarely in early music, but it is one of

the usages of the major seventh chord. This cadence is

Phrygian in that the alto and bass voices follow the old-two-

part pattern established for that progression, but the harmony

is def initely plagal.

14 Ibid., heft II, p. 10, m. 6.
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Fig. 86.--Franz Tunder (1614-1667) , "4. Praelucdium" 1 5

Froberger too experimented with various

chorct. In a ricercare (Figure 87) Froberger

outline with different harmony filled in.

(

(

'0

ft I I

uses of the

used a Phrygian

Fig. 87. -- Johann Jakob Froberger (1616-
1667) , "Ricercare VII."16

15Ibid.,heft VI, p. 15, m. 6.

16Denkngler in 3sterreich, Bd. 13, p. 32, m. 51.
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Here the resolution of the major seventh chord becomes a

second inversion of the dominant in an authentic cadence.

Not only here but in his "Toccata XIIII" Froberger deviates

from the usual practice of his day. In the toccata he uses

the chord in a plagal cadence. 1 7

Around 1700 Anton Kniller, who was the organist in

Hamburg , wrote a chorale prelude (Figure 88) the second verse

of which contained the following cadence.

Ant 11 7W
dy LeA q I.

11~

4~tw~ 4tJ29
POIi

Fig. 88.--Anton Kniller (70),"u om
der Elaiden Heiland." 1 8

The key s ignature is one flat throughout the work, but all

the cadences end with a G major triad. B is frequently made

natural, and e is frequently made flat which suggests the

17Ibid., Bd. 20, p. 32, m. 1.

1 8 6traube, Choralvorspiele, p. 89, m. 7.
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Dorian Mode. Also the f natural of the second half of the

second beat of the second bar suggests the lowered seventh

tone of the Dorian 4ode transposea to G. In this unusual but

extremely effective cadence the major seventh chord is in

first inversion, and the g in the bass remrnins a pedal tone as

subdominant and finally tonic harmony are projected above it.

This could be considered as a sort of VI, IV, I plagal cadence

with the use of inversions. At any rate, it is interesting

that it was considered so final a close as to end every phrase

of the chorale prelude and the final cadence also.

The deceptive cadence was another of the settings for the

major seventh chord (Figure 89).. einken wrote a perfect

example of this in one of his toccatas.

0 ~ 47

Fig. 89.--Jan Adams Reinken (1623-1722) , "Toccata" 1 9

here the full four-tone chord appears on the first beat and

proceeds to a I , V7 , VI deceptive cadence.

1 96eiffert, p. cit., heft 5, p. 6, m. 13.
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Georg iuffat (1645?-1704) certainly did not avoid dis-

sonances of all sorts, and in one of his pieces (Figure 90)

he uses a major seventh chord in a very chromatic passage.

Fig. 90 .-- e or g Muf fat (l645?-l704) , " Toc ca tal 2

The fact that the II chord and its root, d, appear so often

suggests the possibility of the Pypo-Phrygian Mode trans-

posed. to D. The t o oinsecut ive first inversion minor triads

in the third measure (second and. third beats) are perhaps

startl ing according to eighteenth century usage. His use of

chromaticism which is so evident in this example undoubtedly

d id much to liberate not only the ma jor seventh chor d but

other seventh chords as well.

The decept ive cadence use of the major seventh chord

can be seen in a sonata (Figure 91) by Buxteh~ude which was

20 Joseph Bonnet, Historical 2rgan-ecitals, p. 39, m. l5.
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writ ten f or "Violiino, Viola d gamba , and Cembalo."' The

embalo part shown follow the deceptive caen ce endinW dj th

the d minor IIchord in second inversion.

Fig. 91.--Dietrich Buxtehude (16,7-1707),
"sonata I., Opus 1. - Adagio Movement."21

somewhat irregular are

seventh chords in a portion

by Johann Albert i.
z k 1I-\ I I

the resolutions of the two major

of a chorale prelude (Figure 92)

*i 111 1

-TT

ISL

F Ig .1921LJohann Albe r Tt il(t142-1710 )"Der
Du bist drei' in Einigkeit"l vers, 1.22

21Denkrm Ler deutscher Tonkunst, Bd. 11, p. 7, m. 7.
2 26traube, Choralvorspiele alter Meister, p. 6, m,. 6-7.
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The first major seventh chord resolves to an F major triad,

and the second is an incomplete IV, V, I type of cadence.

This example shows a relatively free use of the major seventh

chord by the time of Alberti.

Pachelbel used the major seventh chord in the final

cadence (Figure 93) of one of his "Magnificat-lugen."

Fig. 93.--Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706),
"Magnif icat-Fugen.t 2

here the upper tone of the major major seventh chord in root

position becomes the root of the final chord, with the seventh

chord in second inversion intervening.

Georg Dietrich Leyding (1664-1710) gave the major seventh

chord a very prominent place in hiis compositions (Figure 94)

from the standpoint of length and stress. It occupies a whole

measure in one of his preludes.

2 3 Ernst Kaller, Liber r ibd. VI, p. 37, m. 19.
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Fig. 94.--Georg Dietrich Leyding (1664-
1710), "Praeludium." 2 4

Thia use is in the formation of a half cadence in the key of

E-flat mia jor. Later in the development section of a fugal

section of another work (Figure 95) the major seventh appears

accented by syncopation.

.4' 1 I I ' I I

(
(I It V - j 0 ___

a 
p .j-

Fig. 95.--Georg Die trich LeyoLing, "Praelu uxnf 2 S

2 4Seiffert, o p_. c.,it heft 7, p. 16, m. 34.

2 5 Ibid., p. 25, m. 9.
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The IV7 acts here as a passing chord between the V and II

chords, but the syncopation gives it a stress which makes it

an important instance of the major seventh chord. The effect

may be weakened by the fact that it is achieved by passing

tones in all three parts, but there still is no preparation by

means of a repeated tone or a suspension.

An interesting example of a combination use of the chord

(Figure 96) is found in a sonatina by Christian hitter (164?-

172?).

Fig. 96.--Christian Pitter (164'-172?), "Sonatina 2 6

The two major seventh chords (first and third beats of measure

two) have roots a fourth apart like the earlier sequential

examples. Analyzed in the key of F major the cadence is de-

ceptive. Also the C-sharp and B-flat suggest Dorian Mode with

2 6 Ibid., heft 5, p. 12, m. 19.
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the seventh raised in ascending passages and the sixth lowered.

This is one of the most interesting harmonic uses to which the

chord is put in the whole period under study.

Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722), Bach's immediate predecessor

as cantor of the Thomas Kirche in Leipzig, used (Fiure 97) a

variant of the usual patterns in one of his chorale preludes.

Fig. 97.--Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722) , "Ach
Herr, mich armen SlXnder." 27

The major seventh chord here acts as a 1117 chord in the key

of g minor or 17 in the temporary modulation to B-flat major.

The cadence seems to be authentic; but the E-flat in the

soprano makes it a VI chord, thus making the progression a

deceptive cadence.

A very chromatic use of the major seventh occurs (Fig-

use 98) in Johann Krieger's "Prelude."

2 7Straube, 2,.c. it., p. 95, m. 2.
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i L.

Fig. 98.--Johann Kr ieger (1651-1735), "Prelude 2 8

This woulQ be a Phryg ian cadence if the upper c were present

in the soprano voice of the first beat of the second measure

of the example. As it is, it is a very satisfying progres-

S ion-.-submeadiant, supertonic , dominant seventh, tonic.

Johann Sebastian Bach's chorales show use of the 17 in

a ma jor key as a third classifi cation chord2 9 which progresses

to IV or V and then to I. A plagal example of this (Figure 99)

is as follows.

28 Norman Lennefield, ed., basterpieces of Organ Music,
Folio 47, p. 6, m. 9.

2 9 McHose, Contrapuntal Harmonic Technique, p. 212.
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Fig. 99.--Johann Sebastian Bach, "Puer
natus in Bethlehem."30

Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) used the IV? rather inde-

penaently (Figure 100) in an ornamental figure occurring in a

piece entitled "Air."

Fig. 100.--Johann Miattheson (1681-1764) , "Air"31

here the IV 7 follows the I chord and progresses to II and V7 .

That the chord is not completely liberated from restricted use

is shown by the fact that the d which is the seventh of the

ma jor seventh chord is a repeated tone.

3 0 Bach-heimenschneider, 371 Chorales, p. 4, m. 3.

31Herrmann, Klaviermusik, Band I, p. 13, m. 44.

C31

t- 2 do AMA
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The "German" sixth use occurs again (Figure 101) in a

polonaise by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710-1784) , the son of

Johann sebastian Bach and his first wife, Maria Barbara Bach.

Fig. l01.-- ihel Friedemann Bach (1710-
1784) , "zPolona is e .

This chroatic kIIm shows as much freedom as eighteenth century

Composers usd in their homophonic style.

Although none of the types of treatment mentione d in

this chapter show a steady stream of development through the

musical literature his torically , each helped in its own way to

get the sound of the major seventh chord before the p-lblic of

its time. Added to the three more traditional useb , they

show the various approaces by means of which the chord was

produced and became established as part of the harmonic equip-

iet of composition.

2 bid., Band II, p. 10, m. 20.
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Of the irregular usages which were found in this inves-

t igation five were f ound only once. These five were: (1) the

combination of Phrygian and plagal cadences, 3 3 (2) the com-

bination of Phrygian, plagal, and authentic caaences3 4 (3) the

irregular Phrygian,3 5 (4) as a result of a passing note, 3 6 an

(5) the independent use. 3 7

Four irregular usages were found only twice. These four

were: (1) the combination of Phrygian and authentic cadences,36

(2) with the "German Sixth" chord, 3 9 (3) in chromatic passages, 4 0

and (4) in a half cadence. 4 1

The only irregular usage vtiich was found three times was

the deceptive cadence, 42 and the possibility of transcribed

modes was noted.

The only irregular usage found four times was the irreg-

ular plagal cadence. 4 23

Found six times was the irregular authentic cadence use.44

3 3Fig.

3 5 Fig.

37Fig.

3 8 Fig.

3 9 F14.

40Fig.

41Fig.

4 2 F ig.

4 3 Fig.
p. 103.

4 4 Fig.
p. 99; Fig.

75,

82,

79,

80,

81,

84,

83,

89,

86,

83,
98,

p.

p.

p.

p.

p.

p.
p.

p.

p.

82.

89.

85.

86; Fig.

87; Fig.

91; Fig.

90; Fig.

95; Fig.

93; Fig.

34Fig. 76, p. 82.

36Fig. 78, p. 84.

87, p. 93.

101, p. 104.

90, p. 96.

94, p. 99.

96, p. 100; Fig. 97, p. 101.

88, p. 94; Fig. 91, p. 97; Fig. 99,

p. 90; Fig. 85, p. 92; Fig. 92, p. 97, Fig. 94,
p. 102; Fig. 100, p. 103.
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The use of the major seventh and "German Sixth" chord

together seems to indicate a more prominent usage of both

chords than might be imaagined to be the case in early music.

Sixteenth century music is not usually so romantic or sophis-

ticatea as to include either a major seventh chor d or a "German

Sixth" chord.

The combinations are merely variants of patterns already

mentioned. The use in the authentic cadence shows the begin-

nings of independent usage. The earliest instance of this of

the present study is in Scheidemann's "Praeambulum" dated 1637.45

After around 1700 (the date of the Kniller example on page 94)

independent usage continued to develop and finally reached its

peak in a later periocz after Bach. All four of these occur-

rences are carefully prepared by means of tied notes, but the

freedom from the restriction of resolution of the dissonance

could lead only to greater freedom in the use of the chord.

Of all these irregular uses mentioned the "German Sixth"

use and the unresolved use are probably the most important in

freeing the major major seventh from the bonds of being con-

sidered a strong dissonance and consequently being given strict

treatment.

4 tee Figure 84, p. 91.



CHAPTER Vi

CONCLUSION

The main functions of the major seventh chord in this

period are seen to be in the cadence formulas of the Phrygian

and authentic types and in the contrapuntal devices of the

time. The minor functions appear to be in the cadences of

the complete, plagal, half, deceptive types, and an irregular

combination of two of these types. The use of the major

seventh chord in connection with the "German Sixth" chord and

its resolution is also a minor function along with use in a

progression which never resolves the major seventh but moves

on harmonically without a break.

It is characteristic of the use of the major seventh

chord in this peric& that preparation by means of a suspension

or a repeated note is made for it. Often more than one voice

is tied or repeated, but almost always the seventh of the

major seventh chord is very carefully prepared in that manner.

A step-wise approach can occasionally be found, but a leap to

all four voices of a major seventh chord, such as is found in

Neusiedler's "Judentantz" (the opening measure of which is

given in Figure 79 on page 85), is a rare exception to the

general rule.

Michose says of the development of seventh chords that

triads appeared in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as

107
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"vertical sonorities which were a natural outgrowth of three

or more voices controlled by the rules of the period" 1 with

occasional unessential seventh chords.. Then during the first

half of the seventeenth century legitimatee seventh chords

be gin to appear" 2 used "sparingly" by composers.

Of Bach's use of seventh chords MciHose says, ". . . in

every case, the 7th is preceded by a consonance and is resolved

downwards to a consonance. The dissonant 7th must be preceded

and followe. by a consonance." 3

Mchose's table4 of frequency of seventh chords as used by

Bach is as follows:

515/c ( 'C,39%
(VII7  12.5% (most in minor)

45o5% (117 37%
(IV7 8.5%

2.5% (VI7  2.3% (most in major)
(17 .2% (major only)

.5% (1117 (ma jor only)

Of the three main uses discussed here, the first type, the

Phrygian cadence use, is found more concentrated in the earlier

period from around 1480 to 1530 than is the use in the authentic

cadence. The use in sequence and chain suspension haa not even

come in by that time.

lcHose, Contra-puntal T ehnique, p. 144.

2[bid., p. 145.

~bid. , p. 148.

4Ibid.,p. 150.

swjbaj "
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The authentic cadence use is found more concentrated in

the middle period in the early and middle 1600's. In this

period the Phrygian cadence use had by no means died out and

was continuing in variants of the original pattern. Although

the sequence and suspension chain use had occurred as early

as around 1524, F'roberger's use of it (c. 1650) is really the

first extensive and elaborate handling of it.

From Froberger on through Bach, then, the use of the

major seventh chord in sequence patterns and in chains of

suspensions reached a peak of popularity.

Just as Bach's music marks the culmination and combina-

tion of some of the most effective style features of other

types, so it makes use of all three of the main types of uses

of preceding generations. The all-inclusiveness of Bach's

style is shown by the fact that while he is known as the

composer who marks the milestone of the establishment of

tonality, he also wrote some chorales with final Phrygian

cadences.5 In the Wonderlich edition of the Bach Chorales6

numbers 13, 21, 36, 50, 61, 72, 73, 74, 121, 123, and 124 are

Ehrygian melodies. His use of the major seventh chord in the

IV7 , V, I cadence is one which displays the chord as prom-

inently as it ever was as a strong dissonance.

5McHose, Contrapuntal Harmonic Treatment of the.Eig 4eenth
Century, p. 346.

6 Elvera Wonderlich, Chorale Collection, pp. 14, 21-22,
38-39, 55-56, 70, 83, 84, 85, 139-140, 143, and 144.
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The attitude towards the major seventh chord in the

period studied seems to have been similar to the remarks

which $hirlaw mentions7 from Die wahren GrundsE tze zum

Gebrauch der harmonic by Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721-

1783). Kirnberger calls the major seventh (which he whites

as a tonic seventh chord in a major key) one of the "Essen-

tial" chords. le considers it the most imperfect dissonant

ground chord. since his basis for judging perfection or

imperfection was the nearness or remoteness from tonic harmony,

this chord seemed to him "less adapted than any of the other

seventh chords to bring about a state of rest." It would seem

that Kirnberger agrees with Georg Andreas Sorge (1703-1778)8

when $orge says, in Part I of his book entitled Die Kunst des

reinen Satjs., that the real origin of the chord of the seventh

(and by this terminology he apparently means to include all

seventh chords--not just the major seventh chord) is in the

"passing Seventh" which occurred frequently in the compositions

by the Church composers even before Palestrina's day.9

Another theoretician, J. F. Daube, 1 0 said in his General-

bass in drey Accorden (1756) that th-re were only three chords

in each mode: (1) major and minor harmonies; (2) seventh

chord on the Dominant; and (3) the discord on the subdominant.

rlMatthew hirlaw, The.Theoryof Harmony, p. 319.

8Ibid.,Ip. 322.

9hugo Riemann, Musik Lexikon, II, p. 1729.

1 06hirlaw, 22. cit., p. 322.
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All other chords, in his opinion, are the result of the

anticipation or retardation of notes of a chord or arise from

passing tones or other incidental notes.

Thus, we see no recognition of the major seventh chord

as a bona fide chord. It was used by composers to thicken

the texture of their works and to make the contrapuntal treat-

ment more complex. However, it remained for a later age to

give it a prominent place in the harmonic scheme. No matter

how unconscious their usage may have been, early composers

showed in their works a very effective manner of using the

chord. The trends which they started can be seen in further

stages in the composition of today, and it is for that reason

that the early exceptions to the harmonic rules are of interest

now.



APPENDIX

TABLE 1

TABULATION OF THE EMPL OF IRREGULARB USES OF THE
MAJOti SEVENTH CEORD MENTIONED IN CHAPTER V

Type of Use

Combination of Phrygian and
plagal cadence . . . . . .#..

Combination of Phrygian, plagal,
and authentic cadences . . ..

Irregular Phrygian cadence . . .

Independent usage . . . . . ..

Combination of Phrygian and
authentic cadences . . . . .

In connection with the "German
Sixth" chord . . . . . . .*..

In chromatic passages . . .

In half cadence . . . . . . .

Deceptive cadence . . . .

Irregular plagal cadence . . .

Irregular authentic cadence .

Number of Times
It Occurs

. . . . . 0 1

.0 0 0 0 0 1
* 0 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0 0 1

. . . . . . 2

. 0 . 0 0 0 2

. 0 0 0 0 . 2

.0 0 0 0 . 2

* 0 0 0 4 :
.0 0 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 0 . 6
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